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Any number of concepts and ideas have been set forth over the past two or three decades to describe and

explain the various problems common 10urban development in Third World countries. Perhaps foremost

among these has been the notion of the urban informal economy, a topic that has generated an enormous

literature and that has, despite (or even because of) considerable debate and argument, provided considerable

analytic leverage when brought to bear on the topic of Third World urban development and

underdevelopment. Yet while this concept has been indeed useful, it may become even more so if linked

with two notions from applied economics, namely, the ideas of rent seeking (hereinafter sometimes referred

10simply as R-S) and rent avoidance (R-A).

The terms, which are closely related, do not deal with the usual meaning of the term "rent", especially

in the context of landlord-tenant relationships. Rather, rent here refers 10 "that part of the payment 10an

owner of resources over and above that which those resources could command in any altemative use"

(Buchanan 1980: 3). Or, in other words, rent and rent seeking emerge in a situation when "an individual. .

invests in something that will not actually improve productivity or will actually lower it, but does raise his

income because it gives him some special advantage or monopoly power" (Tullock 1980: 17). Examples

taken from reallife of R-S behavior generally involve payments made by an entrepreneur (or would-be

entrepreneur) to a govemment to obtain the right (in the ideal, exclusive, but not necessarily so) to produce

something. An importer may bribe an official or officials in order to be able to import certain goods or

equipment that are necessary and valuable to them in a business enterprise. Indeed, such payments may

simply be a way of doing business in some cases, where govemmental bureaucracies and policies may be

otherwise impenetrable or immovable. A rent-seeking economy or society is thus one in which a great

many people invest money and other resources in seeking a job (or a privilege), thereby making these

resources useless for any other purpose, that is, wasting them (ibid. 1980: 24). A state may also be thought

of as rent-seeking if it imposes legal and other restraints, obstacles, burdens, and delays to such an extent

that they make it necessary for a large percentage of its population to spend resources in rent-seeking

activities or (especially, perhaps, its low-income members) 10take steps to avoid such restraints.
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2 Henry A. Dietz

While certaín entrepreneurs may be willing and indeed anxious to meet such costs if the payoff is

sufficiently large, others may attempt to find ways to avoid such costs. R-A behavior involves the

expenditure of resources to minimize costs (bribe solicitation, for instance) that can be imposed on any

business by the state. Such costs might include paying officials who must be bribed to expedite

bureaucratic procedures or legislators who must be compensated for passing or blocking legislation

favorable or unfavorable to entrepreneurial activity (Tullock 1980: 31). Rent-seeking activities may be

efficient and rational from the standpoint of the individual enterprise or entrepreneur. However,

they may also involve a tremendous waste from the standpoint of the society as a whole. Large resources in
terms of human capacity are diverted to the rent-seeking part of the government and the rent-avoidance
activity in the private sector. In these rent-seeking societies . . . they are, in a real sense, the major sources
of income and wealth. . . . In a way, [it] is a vast negative-sum game. (Ibid. 1980: 31)

A good deal of work on rent seeking has been done in the context of the Third World The intent here

is to use it as a partíal explanation for the emergence of the so-called informal economy in Third World

urban settings and for generating and nddressing specitic questions concerning land use and land speculation,

urban reform policies, and the emergence of autonomous settlements as a rent-avoidance activity in response

to rent seeking by the state. 1 shall employ Pero and its capital of Lima as an empírical case for

exarnination and reference.

,A,RENT-AY.QIDANCE MODEL AND THE INFORMAL URBAN SECTOR

Let us posit the existence of a nation that is itself poor, that contains large numbers of poor people,

and the state apparatus of which attempts to control an urban economy that has the following

characteristics: (1) the urban setting in general has a large labor surplus and therefore a wage scale that

provides minima! benefits to the average laborer, both in terms of remuneration and of state-sponsored

benefits (for example, enforcernent of minimum wages, social security benefits); (2) the state's bureaucratic

apparatus places nurnerous obstacles in the path of any entrepreneur, large or small, for virtually all

manufacturing, commercial, service, or construction-related activity. The state, therefore, can be

characterized as being, at least in substantial part, a rent-seeking state, both on the level of the state

apparatus and on the individual level of its officials in charge of implementing its policies, formal (for

example, seeing that all bureaucratic steps are taken when opening or maintaíning a business) as well as

informal (for example, making bribery a way of not only expediting but of simply doing business).

Within such a state and nation, we can hypothesize that, if its citizens act rationally, certain results

will follow. In the broadest terms, an informal urban economy, which is generally characterized as having

ease of entry, reliance on indigenous resources, family ownership of enterprises, small scale of operation,
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labor-intensive and adapted technology, and unregulated and competitive markets (Intemational Labor

Organization, 1972; see also World Development, 1978; Sethuraman, 1981), will emerge as a response to

the inabilities of the formal sector (which has reciprocal characteristics) to provide employment for the

surplus of available labor. The formal private sector becomes involved in rent-related activities on at least

two levels. First, and most obviously, formal-sector entrepreneurs will spend a certain amount of their

time and resources in rent-seeking activities in order to gain a favorable market position through gov-

emmental actions. But formal-sector entrepreneurs will also, perhaps simultaneously, undertake rent-

avoidance behavior designed to circumvent the rent-seeking efforts of the state, either through bribes and

similar activities, or by producing or selling their products through informal or illegal means to avoid sales

taxes, minimum wage laws, and other such R-S actions by the state. In addition, however, the existence of

the whole urban informal economy constitutes a complex but highly rational R-A response to state R-S

efforts. Given a labor surplus, low-income workers will find it advantageous to engage in R-A behavior

either by setting themselves up in business extralegally or by hiring themselves out to formal entrepreneurs

as subcontractors or sales personnel (for example, street vendors), thereby gaining work and avoiding R-S

strictures (for example, income taxes).

The formal sector of the urban economy may, of course, not be able to provide the goods or services

that the informal sector needs or desires, and the state may (consciously or not) indulge in rent seeking to

such an extent that low-income urban groups will find it rational to undertake informal solutions to provide

these good or services for themselves. The area of housing is perhaps one in which R-A activities by the

low-income populace will be most noticeable-an idea we shall retum to later.

The notion of R-S or R-A activities in a Third World urban context provokes a variety of questions and

areas for examination. In addition to offering a simple but powerful way of explaining informality in

general, rent avoidance can be utilized in discussions of urban land expansion and use, of the emergence of

the whole phenomenon of squatter settlements, and of the state's urban reform policies, including squatter

settlement policies such as land title distribution.

Low-income housing deserves a special mention here. Low-income urban dwellers may find renl-

avoidance activities in providing housing for themselves especially attractive, since entrance into the formal

housing market generally depends on stable and predictable employment pattems in order to qualify for and

to meet payments on a mortgage. The informal sector by definition is characterized by employment

behavior that is frequently temporary and transient, both of which are anathema to formal-sector institutions

involved in providing financing for housing. In addition, the formal sector's housing industry may be

dominated by monopolistic or oligopolistic firms which, through their own rent-seeking behaviors, can

control not only housing construction but also the expansion of the city and its direction(s) of growth.

Such control will be advantageous for these firms, but will make the formal market less and less responsive
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4 Henry A. Dietz

to the needs of the low-income urban inhabitant whose housing needs (both in terms of type of house as

well as its location) will not enter into the calculations of the formal sector.

The model could be amplified and detailed in any number of ways, and we shall return to it as the

discussion proceeds. But it is now appropriate to introduce the case that will serve as the empirical referent

for the model and that will provide data for fleshing out some of the questions, propositions, and

hypotheses that the model produces.

THE INFORMAL URBAN MARKET IN PERU

Scholars and observers of Latin America have traced the roots of the urban informal sector back to

colonial and immediate postindependence times, when a labor surplus was already in existence (Bonilla

1974) and when commercial development was strongly influenced by external actors (especially Great

Britain), capital, and technology, all searching for external markets for finished products and raw material s

for industry. Without going into details here, certain processes and events of the twentieth century

(expanded infrastructure and communications networks, the Great Depression, World War 11and the Allies'

need for the raw materials Latin America had to offer, demographic pressures in the rural areas and resulting

cityward migration) exacerbated what had already begun a century or more earlier.

Pero and its capital of Lima comprise archetypal examples of all of these processes. Lima since the

end of World War 11 has grown at least ten times, and the nostalgic vis ion of Lima as an enclave of

modernization and cleanliness and culture and civilized life toward which the rest of the country might aspire

has been transformed. As Pennano describes it,

In the last two decades Lima has been Perovianized. The old phrase that said figuratively "Pero is Lima
and Lima is the Jirón de la Unión" [a pedestrian mall in the center of the city famous for its expensive
shops and restaurants patronized by the aristocracy] is today truer than ever, but true in reality. ... If
previously the study of Lima or of any other important city in Pero did not reflect the reality of Pero as a
nation, today it is not necessary to travel throughout Peru to understand its problems. Misery, crowding,
marginality, chaos, disorganization, extremes of wealth and poverty-all are now in the cities (pennano
1981: 38; translation mine)

As the city has changed, the state (on both national and locallevels) has attempted to control that

change through a labyrinth of laws, regulations, legislative decrees, and other devices that have affected

several sectors of the urban economy, including housing, transportation, street vending, and industry. But

such rent-seeking activities by the state did not and have not produced the control the state sought. On the

contrary, the emergence of informal and extralegal processes in all of these sectors has instead produced an

impotence on the part of the state and a formal economy that depends simultaneously on rent seeking

instead of competition to capture a favorable place in the market and on rent avoidance to expand its
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productivity and to assure itself of a steady supply of cheap and unregulated labor. Estimates (ILD,

1985:195) that examined three industries in Lima (shoes, clothing, and furniture) concluded that there are (in

the 1980s) in Lima about eight thousand clothing and some two thousand shoe manufacturers, 90 percent of

which are not legally registered. In addition, at least 85 percent of the fabricators of wooden and metal

furniture are also informal; they sell both to the public and to registered enterprises that then put their own

factory brands on the finished products. Figures that are equally high also account for bus and taxi services

in Lima and, considering that all street vendors are, strictly speaking, illegal or at least extralegal, the

estimates that there are probably three hundred thousand individual s (at least 20 percent of the city's labor

force) who are either permanent or sometime street vendors provide some rough idea as to the size and

importance of such activity for the city and for those who earn their living in this fashion.

The area of housing in Lima needs some elaboration here, since it is the phenomenon that is most

readily observable and that has been the target of much research. While self-help and unregulated housing

have been a traditional solution for low-income individuals in Lima for many decades (the earliest

settlements date from at least the 1920s), in 1961 the Peruvian census reported that only 10 percent of the

city lived in officially recognized barrios marginales (about 12,000 people). But by 1972 the percentage had

grown lo 23 percent and the absolute figure to almost 800,000, and 1981 showed the same relationship: 1.2

million people or 25 percent in squatter areas. It should be emphasized that these are official figures from

the census; most unofficial but knowledgeable sources loday estima te that approximately half of Lima's 6

million inhabitants live in squatter neighborhoods.

Such growth and expansion are commonly cited as evidence of the large rural-urban migration flow that

has been directed toward Lima since the 1950s, and it is doubtless true that Lima's growth is owed in

substantial part lo such movement. Indeed, during the intercensal period 1972-1981, Lima grew by about

400 people per day, 240 (60 percent) of whom were migrants and 160 (40 percent) were city dwellers (Vidal

and Cornejo 1983: 53-54). But to blame (or credit) migration for Lima's contemporary problems is to

ignore the questions that ask why the city's problems took the form and structure they did. Insofar as

housing is concerned, where, when. and why squatter settlements appeared as they did are all questions that

are simply not mised by making the simple equation migration = squatters. To go further, it is necessary lO

describe and to analyze the nature of the urban land market and housing construction industry in Lima.

Lima's growth since World War 11has been almost entirely horizontal. That is lOsay, due to a variety

of factors (lack of technology and capital for high-rise construction, fear of earthquakes, availability of

unoccupied land, cultural preferences, and so on), Lima has expanded outward, occupying more and more

land through urban development that is relatively uncrowded (at least as compared to its own downtown

central district, not lo mention North American and Westem European cities of comparable size). And as

this horizontal expansion has occurred, the best areas of the city have been in the hands of private

landowners. For instance, up until1955 only sixty-five large landowners controlled the urbanizable area of
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Lima, and of those, the ten largest controlled half of the land and the five largest a third (Calderón, 1984:

105). In addition, about two thirds of these same landowners also owned or controlled major urban

development firms, and due to their oligopolistic nature and frequentIy intimate linkages with financial,

economic, and political elites, they were able to decide when they wanted to have their developments

incorporated legally into the city and at what price the land and/or houses would be offered. Virtually all

such speculation was aimed at middle-income to upper-income buyers.

The power of such groups to control Lima's growth undoubted1y had its costs in rent-seeking behavior

which such groups had to endure. But the payoff-the ability to control the direction, pace, scope, and

price of the city's growth-was just as undoubtedly worth the cost to the landowners involved. Doing

business in this way not only meant very large profit opportunities but al so that the low-income

population would be left to fend for itself, which it obviously did, as witness the whole squatter

phenomenon.

But the linkages between the informal and formal sec10rs can be far more intimate. Calderón cites the

case in the district of San Juan de Luigancho where, during the 1970s, some landowners speculated by

holding their previously cultivated land back from the land market while the periphery of the land was being

surrounded by squatter areas. Once these areas had become more or less consolidated and the govemment

had installed roads and electricity and had approved water and sewerage projects, these landowners began 10

urbanize their land, benefiting from the expenditures by the state and efforts by the squatters, both of which

improved the value of their land. Calderón notes that in 1975 a speculator had acquired land in the area for

S(l5 per square meter and sold it in 1983 at S/40,21I per square meter - an increase of 1600 times, far

above the inflation rates of the time (Calderón 1984: 105).

Such tactics, while obviously highly beneficial 10 the owner, extract a major cost from both the state

and low-income groups. Holding such land for high prices may drive the urban poor to the far peripheries

of the city to search for land and force the state to extend services sometimes to or through speculative

holdings, much to the benefit of the speculators.

Until now we have not directIy confronted the question of why low-income groups opt for the squatter

altemative, but the answer is, in one sense, simple: there are only two options available for low-income

groups: either rental housing in a tugurio (central-city slum), or self-help housing in a barriada (squatter

area). Any number of explanations exist as to why these are the exhaustive options for the poor, but the

major one is, naturally, economic. A variety of studies ofLima's housing market since the 1960s have all

indicated that the construction industry in the private sector is not responsive to the needs of the poor.

Riofrío (1978) has perhaps examined this unresponsiveness more closely than anyone else, and while the

specific prices and details of his study have changed over time, his general analysis conceming the housing

market's inability or unwillingness to provide low-income housing in Lima doubtless still holds. Indeed,
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given the economic depression which has weighOOupon Peru since the late 1970s, Riofrío's conc1usions are

probably even more vali9 today than they were in 1978.

Riofrío's analysis of Lima's real estate market (ibid.: 141-164) begins with a hypothetical family

whose head eams S/15,000 monthly and whose wife eams an additional S/IO,OOO(officially, the average

family income at the time in Lima was about S19500 monthly). There then follow calculations to estimate

the price of a hypothetical "minimal house" (not one necessarily found on the market), which is describOOas

a house of 90 square meters (roofOO)on a lot of 160 square meters. The price for such a house in Lima in

1978, according to Ministry of Housing and the Peruvian Chamber of Construction regulations conceming

"casas de interés social," would range from an absolute minimum of S/3OO,000 to S/715,OOO. Given this

hypothetical estimate, various interviews carried out at real estate offices in Lima conc1uded that the least

expensive housing available in the city at that time was one with 57.5 square meters (roofOO)on a 10t of

150 square meters. The price for such a house was S/900,000 cash or S/189,000 (20 percent) down and

S/15,000 monthly (total payment for the house would amount to almost SI2,OOO,OOO).To obtain a 10an

for such a house, the least expensive money available at that time was a S/900,OOO loan, the terms of

which required a minimum salary of S150,000/month and S/15,OOO/monthpayment.

These figures, however, need to be understood in the contcxt of overall monthly income distributions

in Lima. Table 1 shows that 90 percent of Lima's families at the time of the study earned less than

SI50,OOOtotal family income, the amount necessary for a S1900,OOOloan. And the hypothetical family

proposed by Riofrío with a monthly income of S25,000 (which in Table 1 is about the modal family) has,

of course, no possibility whatsoever of qualifying for a loan, since the required monthly payments of

S/15,ooO are equal to the family head's entire income. IndeOO,as Riofrío points out, more than 20% of the

city's families could not qualify for a minimalloan, assuming that their entire income went to pay for the

loan (ibid.: 156-57).
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% Cumulative %

6.6 6.6

25.8 32.4

30.8 63.2

17.0 80.2

9.8 90.0

5.0 95.0

2.0 97.0

0.7 97.7

0.9 98.6

0.5 99.1

0.4 99.5

0.5 100.0
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Table I

DISTRIBUTlON OF MONTHLY FAMILY INCOME

IN METROPOLIT AN LIMA (February 1978)

Soles

0-9999

10,000-19,999

20,000-29,999

30,000- 39,999

40,000-49,999

50,000-59,999

60,000-69,999

70,000-79,999

80,000-89,999

90,000-99,999

100,000 and above

No answer

Source: Riofrío 1978:155.

As the housing market creates its own very tight strictures for entrance, the state exacerbates these

limitations through a variety of rent-seeking activities, again reducing the "choices" of the masas populares

to the tugurio and the squatter settlement. But it is worth asking once again why only two altematives, and

why these two. To begin to address these two interrelated matters, we can go back to the discussion of

what constitutes a rent-seeking state. We defined such a state as one in which state-imposed laws and

regulations proliferate to such an extent that rent seeking and rent avoiding both become necessary

activities. Remando de Soto, founder of the Instituto Libertad y Democracia, which has investigated the

informal urban sector in Pero for some years, cites two examples of rent seeking by the state that, to his

way of thinking, force people to undertake rent-avoidance behavior:

A person of limited resources who would like to build a house on noncultivated land has to choose between
obtaining legal permission which will take him between eight and fourteen years or a land invasion that can
delay him a week. And as another example, we went to Tampa, Florida, and registered a small business in
three and a half hours. In Pero, the same transaction would take 340 days (de Soto, 1984: 75-76; my
translation)
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In a somewhat more detailed example, Tokeshi (1985) presen18the hypothetical case of a Sr. Pérez who

wishes to open a small b1;1siness.According to Tokeshi, Sr. Pérez

must begin at the Ministry of Economics and Finance in order to obtain his libreta electoral [proof of his
having paid taxes in the past]; his next step is to the Ministry of Labor to enter his name and intentions in
the National Registry of Places of Work, his Authorization to Operate and his inscription in the Book of
Salary Schedules; in a parallel fasbion he must go to the Ministry of Industry 10process bis plans with the
Commercial Registry, obtain a Certificado de Compatibilidad de Uso, his inscription in the Industrial
Registry and in the National Industrial Produc18 Registry; thereafter Sr. Pérez will go to the municipal
council to obtain his Zoning Certificate and his Certificate of Municipal Authorization 10Operate. At the
same time, he will go 10 ITINTEC and to the Peruvian Institute for Social Security, the former 10register
his brand name and the second to enter his company in the social security system. Last, and for those
industries that require it (pharmaceuticals, food processing, etc.) he will have to go to the Registry for
Industrial Hygiene in the Ministry of Health.

Tokeshi then adds that all of these steps will take Sr. Pérez eight to twelve months and will cost him

(in November 1984) anywhere from $200 to $900; if he wishes 10accelerate the process, however, it will

cost $1800 10$2000. These are what Tokeshi calls "legalization costs"-the investment necessary to make

the enterprise a legal establishment, not to be confused with what he calls "legal costs," which are those

cos18 which must be paid each year to keep the enterprise legal and formal. These include, at least, taxes

such as la Renta, el Patrimonio Empresarial, General de la Ventas, el Registro, Seguridad Social (including

FONA VI, Seguro Social y a las Remuneraciones, Seguros de Accidente de Trabajo y Enfermedades

Profesionales), and the Licencia Municipal (ibid. 1985: 11-12). These are alllegal and requisite cos18of

doing business and do not include informal cos18(bribes, tips, and the like 10expedite matters), which may

comprise both legalization as well as legal cos18.

The combination of economic structures and restrictions in the commercial housing market, the

distribution of income within Lima, and the rent-seeking behavior of the state all go together not only to

limit the choices available to the urban poor, but also to create preferences among them insofar as housing

is concemed. Given lengthy and uncertain delays and the various cos18 associated with them (financial,

economic, bureaucratic, as well as emotional), the urban poor may well opt to define their needs, as I have

argued elsewhere (Dietz 1980), as either politicized or as nonpoliticized-that is, as amenable to, and by

preference resolvable through, demand making directed at the political system or i18agencies and representa-

tives. There are, for the urban poor in general and for the squatter populace in particular, certain needs that

are highly or even exclusively politicized; first among these might be land titles, a good that is highly

sought after and that can be gained only through the political system. Other goods or needs might be

ambiguous; the political system can supply them, but they might be obtainable through other means as

well (for example, self-help, local community effor18). Finally, others might be nonpoliticized; the

individual would actively prefer to have the govemment stay out of the provision of these needs. I would

argue that for the masas populares, housing is frequently such a need. Tumer (1971) and many others have
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10 Henry A. Dietz

argued that the urban poor prefer to provide themselves with housing as they wish and when they wish, and

it may not be necessary to go into these arguments once again. What is more germane is to show precisely

how and why the concept of rent seeking becomes especially relevant at this point in the discussion.

Rent seeking by the state serves to reinforce and to rigidify the limitations and structural inequities already

present in the urban economy. An important factor in understanding why this is so lies in the costs and

benefits of illegality (informality) when confronted with legality (formality). In the Perovian case, and in

Lima especially, the nature of the structures embedded in the urban housing market makes legality not only

something that is out of financial reach but something-because of the rent-seeking nature of the Perovian

state-that is to be actively avoided. As Kafka notes, the aspirations of workers in the informal sector

may differ qualitatively from those of workers in the formal sector: "Why would an informal worker want

liberalized credit if he cannot meet the qualifications to get it? And why would an informal worker want to

register with and support a system of Social Security when he receives no benefits from it?" (1985: 133)

And given that the answers to such rhetorical questions must be negative (that is, "he wouldn't"), Kafka

then posits that one of the political ramifications of widespread informality and avaricious rent-seeking by

the state will be that the informal sector as voters will be changeable and will shift its allegiance(s) since

voters have no political party by which to orient themselves and accept those candidates and parties who

seem simply to promise change, regardless of its nature and direction. Numerous observers of the Perovian

political scene have tried to explain the widespread vote- switching which has gone on in Lima's low-

income neighborhoods since civilian politics were reestablished in 1980 (Dietz 1985), citing "risk-aversion"

when such neighborhoods voted for centrist candidates, "radicalization" when they voted for the Left, and

"persuasion by populist leaders" when they voted for a popular leader. But it may be more worthwhile over

the long ron to identify the linkages between informality, rent seeking, and politicized needs rather than to

guess at particularistic relationships between the urban poor and a candidate during an election. The combi-

nation of two simple but overwhelming facts-that a large percentage of individual s who depend upon the

informal sector in one form or another live in officially recognized districts of Lima which may be close to

100 percent squatter in origin-may make all traditional efforts irrelevant when it comes to describing,

explaining, and predicting how such individuals or communities will behave politically. Many such

individual s or communities do not depend on roles that are part of the formal sector (that is, that sector that

agrees to play by the roles established by the state or the formal economy), but rather exist in spite of

formal roles instead of because of them. Such an assertion holds true on a variety of levels. For inslance,

on an individuallevel, most Ministry of Labor estimates concede that at least 20 percent of Lima's work

force is employed as street vendors. On a family or household level, Ministry of Housing estimates now

concede that half of Lima's six million people inhabit squatter neighborhoods, and that the great majority

of these live in houses built without the use of (or without paying any attention whatsoever to) building
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codes, land use regulations, or any of the myriad other state efforts that, from the point of view of the poor,

are rent seeking at its worst, most useless, and irrelevant. And on a stilllarger aggregate level, many of

Lima's most populous districts (San Martín, El Agustino, Comas, Independencia, Collique, Villa María del

Triunfo, Villa el Salvador, 10 name only the most notable) exist today because the state was forced to

recognize their existence legally despite laws and regulations that frequently made their initial settlement and

subsequent consolidation completely illegal.

Such recognition brings us to one final point when a state is perceived as rent seeking by many of its

citizens, what can it do when confronted by problems and demands created by behavioral pattems which are

at least in part the result of rent avoidance? Any state faced with such a task will Ceelcompelled 10respond

for many reasons: to demonstrate that it can (re)gain control over its economy and the behavior of its

citizens; 10 (re)capture income that has been lost through rent avoidance; to provide minimal services to its

least advantaged citizens; and to convince these same citizens that the costs involved in complying with the

law are less than the benefits that the state can deliver -that is, 10(re)establish the legitimacy of the state.

One way in which the Peruvian govemment has attempted a partial closure of the gap between itself

and certain elements of the urban poor has been to pass legislation that attempts to provide a politicized

public good for those individuals and families who inhabit the so-called pueblos jóvenes or squatter

settlements of Peru's cities. Law 24513 is the state's most recent attempt to cope with the fact that about

half the population of its capitallive in housing for which its inhabitants have no title and therefore no

legal status, a fact that has produced several parallel and interrelated problems. In the first place, the

inhabitants cannot legally transfer property (although this should not be taken to mean that property

transfers have not been going on for years). The inhabitants of the squatter settlements place a high value

on land titles, and a move to provide official titles is frequently seen as a final vindication of their efforts

and determination to establish themselves and their communities as officially acceptable. In addition, the

state may have virtually no way to controlland use in the squatter areas until and unless land titles become

regularized in some fashion, a fact that has serious consequences when the collection oí tax revenues is a

major preoccupation of the state. Finally, land titles are for the state an inexpensive public good that may

buy it a good deal of popularity, a not unimportant consideration when the state is poor and altemative

public goods (installation of electricity, potable water, and sewerage systems) are far more costly, time-

consuming, and disruptive.

Law 24513 (Cuadernos Urbanos 1986: 9-13) attempts to resolve certain built-in contradictions that

have accumulated over the years. Law 13517, passed in 1961, is still in some important ways operative,

despite subsequent legislation passed both nationally and on the municipallevel. Law 13517 basically

stated that any squatter settlements formed subsequent to the law's passage would not be officially

recognized, an obvious (and 10tally unsuccessful) attempt to prevent further land invasions and settlement

formation. Indeed, its failures along these lines were officially recognized; for instance, Decreto Supremo
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(DS) 014-68-JC of 1968 extended recognition up through that year, as did Directive 037-5-77 of 1977,

Municipal Decree 77 of 1983, and the so-called Municipal Law (Decreto Ley, or DL) 23853 of 1984. Law

24513 supersedes all of the earlier legislation in some ways and makes those communities formed during

the five-year periad 1980-85 as well as those following the passage of the Municipal Law (June 1984)

eligible for consideration. Such steps are not trivial; over 27,000 lots in 123 settlements carne into

existence during the 1980-85 period, with 18,000 of those lots and 108 of those settlements coming after

the passage of the Municipal Law in June 1984. Because of its recent passage, it is too early to judge the

efficacy of the law or its ability to establish control. But some of its limitation are built-in. It is a law

that treats strictly land titles, and thus is not as comprehensive as Law 13517 of 1961, which discusses the

installation of public services in squatter communities.

It is perhaps more central to the theme of this paper to consider some of the potential problems that

observers have noted and raised in their analyses of the new law (ibid. 1986: 12-13). Among these are such

matters as arriving at a useful urban typology of settlement types, a lack of advisory organizations (legal as

well as technical) to assist the inhabitants of the settlements, the possible lack of internal organization and

unity within a settlement (without which plans and state-community coordination might be hampered), the

usually slow process of censusing and registering all families as the law requires, the undefined but minimal

participation of the neighborhood inhabitants themselves in the planning and coordinating processes, and a

certain bureaucratic clumsiness that seems innate to the whole process. For instance, the law states that

only the individual inhabitants, not the organization that represents a community, can apply to the

municipality 10 send their applications for titles to the Ministry of Housing. This lack of juridical corpo-

rateness may, it has been pointed out, create bottlenecks in the bureaucratic process. Delays in the whole

process of certifying a community as appropriate and ready for title distribution (which, according to Law

24513, should take no more than 120 days) could be caused by an individual settler's forgetting to pay

certain fees or not completing certain bureaucratic procedures in the time allotted. In addition, "Not far

removed . . . are the bribes, the preferential treatments, and the influence-peddling that go on in the state

organizations charged with running the prograrn" (ibid. 1986: 13). In other words, as the state tries 10cope

with a situation that was created at least in part by rent seeking, the new laws may well undermine

themselves by encouraging rent seeking by the state and its agencies (for instance, an overly complex

bureaucratic process manned by too few officials may produce bribes to make the law work) and rent

avoidance, since the laws through their complexity may force the urban poor to meet or to avoid the law's

requirements through bribery or some other similar activity.

All of this is speculation, and the law will have to go into operation in order to tell whether some of

these prognostications may become problems. What the law does illustrate, however, is the inherent

difficulty in any nation in which the state is unable to meet, control, or regulate many of the most needs of

its citizens. What might be called the "poverty of the state" therefore tempts the state to indulge in overly
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complex and unrealistic regulation that comes to be seen as more costly than beneficial by the citizenry

toward which it is directed. If these citizens are wealthy, they can either employ rent-seeking activities to

gain favor from the state or rent avoidance through bribery and influence-peddling to overcome such

regulation (or some combination of both). If the citizens are poor, however, their ability to use rent

seeking is severely limited because of their lack of money, contacts, power, and knowledge of the system.

Such citizens will therefore have to do what they can to avoid rent seeking by the state, and this will

generally involve (willingly or not) avoiding the formal state and creating parallel and reciprocal structures

that are intimately linked to, but in important ways independent of, the structures and regulations of both

the private sector and the state.

The sheer size and eventual importance of these informal solutions and structures will, however, force

the state to confront their existence and to try to cope with their presence, needs, and unregulated nature.

But the poverty of the state and its inability to provide anything other than lengthy and at best partial

solutions may provoke further rent seeking by the state and rent avoidance by the poor, and present further

evidence that the state's solution maintains and exacerbates the problem it originally set out to solve.
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